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A“ lucky charm” Christ ian Dior
dress worn by Elizabeth Taylor
on the night she won best

actress at the 1961 Oscars is to be
sold at auction next month, after being
stored in a suitcase in London for over
50 years. It had been assumed the flo-
ral print gown with a crimson silk bloom
at the waist was already in the
Christian Dior archive in Paris. In fact,
the gown-along with 11 other garments
owned by the star-had been carefully
stored in a large plastic suitcase in her
former personal assistant’s spare room
since 1971.

Taylor, accompanied by fourth hus-
band Eddie Fisher, wore the dress
designed by Marc Bohan for Dior to the
33rd Academy Awards. Her relationship
with Fisher, whom she was accused of
stealing from actor Debbie Reynolds,
was considered a scandal and had
sparked a storm of negative publicity.
The outcry had left Taylor convinced
she would not win, said Kerry Taylor,
whose specialist vintage fashion auc-
tion house is selling the dress. “She
had been the bridesmaid and never the
bride at the Oscars and on this occa-
sion she really didn’t expect to win hav-
ing been passed over before and hav-
ing had all the negative press over

Eddie Fisher,” she told AFP.
After her Oscar triumph, the star

came to regard the dress as “something
of a lucky charm” and took it with her all
over the world. “Elizabeth Taylor was still
taking this dress from place to place with
her after 10 years. She didn’t wear it on
other occasions, she just liked to have it
with her,” Taylor said.

‘Just second hand dresses’ 
The garments in the suitcase were

among a large number gifted to former
employee Anne Sanz, whose husband
Gaston worked as Taylor’s chauffeur
and bodyguard. The couple travelled
the world with the actor and her fellow
Hollywood star husband Richard
Burton at the height of their fame in the

1960s and 70s. But despite the Dior
dress’s sentimental value, by 1971
Taylor ’s travel wardrobe was some-
times running to 40 huge suitcases and
she was happy to let it go.

The actor opened up her wardrobe
at London’s Dorchester Hotel one day
in 1971, telling Sanz “take whatever
you like!” Taylor had also given Sanz a

white cocktai l  dress and matching
bolero for her wedding. Other items
due to be sold include Tiziani haute
couture by Karl Lagerfeld and a “black
widow” robe Taylor wore in the 1967
film “Boom”, also by Lagerfeld.

Taylor and Burton were godparents
to the Sanz’s daughter Elizabeth but
Anne and Gaston quit after their star
employers’ second separation, torn
over who to cont inue working for.
Over the years, Sanz wore a couple of
the dresses and gave others away to
friends and family, never regarding
them as part icular ly signif icant or
valuable.

“Anne obviously wore the white
matelasse dress for her wedding and
there was one other dress that she
wore-a yellow and blue dress with
matching coat,” Kerry Taylor said. “But
in a sense these were just second
hand dresses that belonged to Liz
Taylor. So what? This was before
celebrity mentality became the thing,”
she added. The auction at which the
Dior Oscar dress is expected to fetch
between £40,000-60,000 ($48,000-
$73,000) will take place in London on
December 6.—AFP

‘Squid Game’ star
indicted over 
sexual misconduct

“Squid Game” actor O Yeong-su
has been indicted on charges
of sexual misconduct, South

Korea’s prosecutor told AFP Friday. The
78-year-old in January became the first
South Korean to win a Golden Globe
Award for best supporting actor in a series
for his performance as a seemingly vulner-
able old man in the mega-hit Netflix
dystopian thriller. According to local
reports, the South Korean prosecution
indicted him without detention on
Thursday for allegedly improperly touching
a woman’s body in 2017.

Everything reported by local media on
O “is not factually incorrect,” an official

from the Suwon District Prosecutor’s
Office told AFP, without giving further
details. Following the news, local reports
said Seoul’s culture ministry decided to
stop airing a government commercial-
about its regulatory innovation-featuring O.
“Squid Game”-which imagines a macabre
world in which marginalized people are pit-
ted against one another in traditional chil-
dren’s games that turn deadly-became
Netflix’s most popular series launch ever,
drawing 111 million fans in less than four
weeks after debuting in 2021.

It is still one of the most popular shows
on the platform. The show’s success has
amplified South Korea’s increasingly out-
sized influence on global popular culture,
following global fame won by the likes of
K-pop band BTS and the Oscar-winning
film “Parasite”. Multiple figures in South
Korea’s film industry-including late film-
maker Kim Ki-duk and actors Cho Jae-
hyun and Oh Dal-su-have faced sexual
assault allegations. — AFP

Germany’s Scholz dims
lights on Christmas tree
amid energy squeeze

The Christmas tree outside
Chancellor Olaf Scholz’s office in
Berlin will not be lit as long this year,

a government spokesman said Thursday,
as Germany seeks to save energy
through the winter. The lights on the tree
will only shine for four hours each evening
from four o’clock to eight, instead of burn-
ing constantly as they did last year, the
spokesman told AFP. The fir, plucked from
the forests of nearby Brandenburg, is dec-
orated with 4,920 low-energy LED lights,
which will consume 287 watt-hours. A chil-
dren’s choir on Thursday sang the classic
carol “O Tannenbaum” (O Christmas Tree)
at the foot of the tree in Scholz’s presence.

Last year, the tree was put up while
conservative Chancellor Angela Merkel

was still in office. The erstwhile German
leader stepped down on December 8 to
make way for Social Democrat Scholz,
and his coalition partners, the Greens and
the liberal FDP. A few hundred meters
from the chancellery, the Christmas tree in
front of the Brandenburg Gate will also
only be lit for six hours a day instead, as
opposed to 24.

The Russian invasion of Ukraine on
February 24 upturned global energy mar-
kets, sending prices soaring and con-
fronting Europe with the possibility of
shortages over the winter. To avoid acute
problems around the turn of the year
Germany has set about tapping new
sources of natural gas and encouraging
energy saving measures. Floodlights that
illuminate some 200 public monuments
and buildings in Berlin-including its red-
brick city hall, State Opera House and
Charlottenburg Palace-have also been
turned off overnight since July. — AFP

Wartime Beckmann
portrait poised 
for auction record

Aremarkable wartime self-portrait of
painter Max Beckmann will be auc-
tioned in Germany next week, val-

ued at a record-setting estimate of up to
30 million euros. “Selbstbildnis gelb-rosa”
(Self-Portrait Yellow-Pink), widely consid-
ered a masterpiece and in private hands
since it was painted in 1943, features the
artist during his Dutch exile from Nazi
Germany. It was initially a gift to his wife
Mathilde, known as Quappi, who kept it
until her death in 1986. The picture has
been in a private Swiss collection for
decades, and not shown in public since
the mid-1990s. “No comparable artwork
has been offered on the German auction
market since 1945,” said Micaela Kapitzky,
director and partner of Berlin’s Grisebach
auction house, which is handling the sale
on December 1.

Its potential selling price has been val-
ued at a whopping 20-30 million euros
($21-31 million) — the highest pre-sale
estimate for an artwork ever offered in
Germany and for a Beckmann work world-
wide, according to Grisebach. The paint-
ing was displayed behind glass at a public
preview this week to guard against vandal-
ism by climate activists who have been
targeting artworks. Private collections,
museums and other institutions around
the world have expressed interest in
acquiring the painting. Its historical and
social significance have sent its value
soaring, amid a booming German art mar-
ket profiting from Brexit woes.

Beckmann’s time in Holland was
marked by relief at escaping Nazi
Germany but frustration at being
unmoored-an ambivalence that surfaced
in striking ways in his work, Kapitzky told
AFP. “He flees the Nazis and then is sur-
rounded by them again (in occupied
Holland) and yet somehow he manages to
find this surprising inner peace,” she said
of the picture at auction. “He knows of his
importance as a painter. There’s even a
subtle smile that you can see.”

‘Still I live’ 
Kapitzky said the self-portrait was also

a testament to the “intimate” love story
between Beckmann and Quappi against
the backdrop of World War II’s horrors.
“Quappi always kept it, until her death.
She never separated from it,” Kapitzky
said. “Max Beckmann was a very self-con-
fident man but he needed Quappi at his
side.” Beckmann (1884-1950) enjoyed
massive acclaim in Germany during his
lifetime, with top dealers placing his work
with private collectors and major institu-
tions. That was until the Nazi regime
labeled his daring, politically charged art
“degenerate” and removed them from
German museums in 1937.

Professionally thwarted and increasing-
ly under threat, Beckmann left for
Amsterdam, where he lived in self-exile for
a decade before moving to the United
States. “Silent death and conflagration all
around me and yet still I live,” Beckmann
wrote in his diary after German troops
overran Holland in 1940. In Amsterdam,
Beckmann did not face poverty, as many
of his 20,000 fellow German refugees did,
nor was he under threat of deportation to a
concentration camp like his Jewish
friends. It proved a prolific decade,
accounting for roughly one-third of his total
output.

But unlike the sombre black tones of
many paintings created there, a sunnier
palate dominates the self-portrait going

under the hammer. His clothing, perhaps a
dressing gown, is trimmed with bright fur
in what could be seen as an expression of
tenacious defiance. “When it first arrived, I
thought ‘wow, it is amazing what power
this picture exudes’,” Markus Krause, who
will conduct the auction, told AFP.

Anti-Nazi statements 
Beckmann would ultimately die in New

York at the age of 66, of a heart attack on
a sidewalk on his way to the Metropolitan
Museum of Art where his “Self-Portrait in
Blue Jacket” was exhibited. Paintings by
Beckmann, now considered one of the

most important artists of the 20th century,
have exploded in value in recent decades.

His “Bird’s Hell”, ranked among
Beckmann’s most important anti-Nazi
statements, sold at Christie’s in London in
2017 for 36 million pounds ($46 million, 41
million euros at the time) and set a new
auction record for German Expressionism.
Its pre-sale estimate was significantly low-
er than Self-Portrait Yellow-Pink, Kapitzky
noted. She said many art buyers and sell-
ers were now turning their backs on
London in the wake of Brexit due to com-
plications with shipments and customs
clearance. “And so yes, the German mar-
ket is beginning to benefit from it.”— AFP

An employee poses with a Christian Dior dress worn by actress Elizabeth Taylor, and recently discovered with other dresses in a suit-
case, ahead of their sale at Kerry Taylor Auctions, in London.—AFP photos 

Python bites, 
drags Australian
boy into pool

Afive-year-old boy has survived
being bitten, constricted and
knocked into a swimming pool by a

python the length of a small car, with his
father telling media, “Aw look, it’s where
we live. It is Australia.” Five-year-old Beau
was playing by the edge of a pool in Byron
Bay when a three-meter-long (10-foot)
python struck from nearby vegetation, his
father Ben Blake told Nine radio on Friday.

“I believe the python was sort of sitting
there waiting for a victim to come along-a
bird or something-and Beau was it.”

The python bit the child, plunged both
into the water and coiled itself around a
leg. The boy’s 76-year-old grandfather lept
to the rescue, diving into the pool and lift-
ing the boy out-with snake still attached.
Ben Blake then prised the snake loose
and tried to calm the situation. “I’m not a
little lad, I had him released within 15-20
seconds,” he told the radio station. The
boy, who was said to be “an absolute
trooper”, is recovering well. “Once we
cleaned up the blood and told him he was-
n’t going to die because it wasn’t a poison-
ous snake, he’s actually pretty good,”
Blake said.

While pythons are not venomous, the
five-year-old is being treated to prevent
the bite from becoming infected.
Describing events as “somewhat of an
ordeal”, Blake added that snakes were a
fact of life in and around the sub-tropical
Byron Bay-a popular tourist town and surf
hub an eight-hour drive north of Sydney.
“It is Australia. They are about,” Blake
said, adding that the snake was released
and “the naughty thing” went straight back
into the vegetation-”the scene of the
crime.”— AFP 

German Chancellor Olaf Scholz (first center left) and the President of the Umbrella organ-
ization of German forest owners (AGDW) Andreas Bitter (third center left ) stand in front
of the new Christmas tree, after it was delivered at the Chancellery, as young chorister
(right) sing in Berlin, Germany. — AFP photos

Micaela Kapitzky, director and partner of Berlin’s Grisebach auction house, poses next to
the painting “Selbstbildnis gelb-rosa” (Self-Portrait Yellow-Pink) by German painter Max
Beckmann (1884-1950) in Berlin. — AFP 

Top Austria festival
signs on Russian 
playwright Davydova

Austria’s Salzburg opera, theatre
and music festival said
Thursday it had appointed

exiled Russian playwright Marina
Davydova as its drama director. The
move comes despite several cultural
institutions across Europe barring
Russian artists in protest over
Moscow’s invasion of Ukraine in
February. Organizers of the Salzburg
Festival, one of the world’s most pres-
tigious summer music festivals, said
Davydova had published a petition
against the war on the day of the inva-
sion and was forced to flee the country
in early March after receiving threats.

They said the new drama director,
who has been living in Berlin, would
take up her position in October 2023
for three years. Davydova, who co-
founded the New European Theatre
festival in Moscow and was its artistic
director for 23 years, welcomed the
news.—AFP

Squid Game actor O Yeong-su


